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Gray's  impressive analysis  of  an intellectual
tradition that influenced Nazi racial  theory con‐
tributes to the discussion over the role of materi‐
alism in  the  construction of  racial  ideologies  in
general  and  Nazi  racial  theories  in  particular.
Physiognomy,  the  attempt  to  identify  character
traits from facial features, became fashionable in
German intellectual circles in the late-eighteenth
century and experienced a resurgence during the
Weimar period. Gray argues that by the Weimar
period  two forms of  physiognomy converged:  a
materialist strand emanating from Johann Caspar
Lavater,  and a non-materialist  strand tracing its
ancestry to Goethe's thought. During the Weimar
period, many leading intellectuals (including Os‐
wald Spengler,  Ludwig Klages,  and Rudolf  Kass‐
ner)  embraced  non-materialist  physiognomy,
which emphasized intuition rather than scientific
objectivity. Under the influence of Hans F. K. Gün‐
ther, however, the materialist form of physiogno‐
my--which prided itself as being scientific, empiri‐
cal, and objective--gained preeminence under the
Nazi regime. 

One of the problems with using the term "ma‐
terialist"  to  describe  Lavater's  physiognomy  is
that Gray never defines the term, and Lavater was
clearly  not  a  philosophical  materialist,  since  he
was a Pietist pastor. Nonetheless, Gray shows that
despite his Pietist convictions,  Lavater ironically
promoted physiognomy as a scientific pursuit in
line with rationalist Enlightenment ideals. He suc‐
ceeded in making physiognomy fashionable in in‐
tellectual  circles  in  the  late-eighteenth  century.
Many contemporaries, including a few who sym‐
pathized with some kind of physiognomy, consid‐
ered  Lavater  too  speculative,  however.  Franz
Joseph Gall,  who fits  the materialist  label  much
better,  hoped  that  his  phrenology  would  make
more  objective  and  scientific  Lavater's  key  "in‐
sight"  that  exterior  traits  correspond  to  moral
character. The next key figure in the development
of  "materialist"  physiognomy  was  Carl  Gustav
Carus,  who was a disciple of Schelling and thus
does not fit the mold of a philosophical material‐
ist. Finally, Günther, whom Gray rightly credits as
one of the most influential racial ideologists of the
Nazi period, does seem to be a materialist. Gray
might be right that Lavater's and Carus's physiog‐



nomy has materialist implications, but this matter
should have received more explicit discussion. 

This work is impressive in scope, beginning in
the  late-eighteenth  century  and  culminating  in
Nazi racial theory. However, one of the big prob‐
lems Gray never really overcomes is the gap be‐
tween  the  physiognomy proponents  of  the  late-
eighteenth  and  early-nineteenth  centuries,  and
the Weimar period. He claims that the bridge be‐
tween  these  two  periods  was  Carus,  who  pub‐
lished  significant  works  on  physiognomy  and
racial theory in the mid-nineteenth century. How‐
ever,  this  claim leaves the crucial  period of  the
late-nineteenth  century  almost  unexamined  in
this work. As helpful as Gray's analysis is on spe‐
cific thinkers, this omission is a serious problem
in understanding the big picture. Gray never dis‐
cusses the anthropologists in the late-nineteenth
century who continued Lavater's  stress on mea‐
suring skulls, nor Cesare Lombroso's German dis‐
ciples and the rise of criminal anthropology, nor
the  rise  of  biological  determinism,  all  of  which
had implications for physiognomy. This problem
of neglecting the late-nineteenth-century growth
of  scientific  racism  in  Germany  detracts  from
Gray's  treatment  of  the  influences  on Günther's
racial theories, which he portrays as a synthesis of
Lavater's  materialist  physiognomy  and  Gob‐
ineau's racial ideas. 

Despite these caveats,  I  think Gray succeeds
admirably in establishing one of his main points,
which is that physiognomy was not a completely
innocent  intellectual  tradition that  was hijacked
by Günther and other Nazi racists, but that from
the start it contained elements amenable to Nazi
racism. He states that "these ideas lent themselves
to and even invited interpretation along racially
discriminatory  lines"  (p.  331).  Sometimes,  as  in
the case of the racial theorist Ludwig Ferdinand
Clauss,  physiognomy  even  drew  on  "deeply  hu‐
manistic  traditions,  such as  the intellectual  her‐
itage  of  German Lebensphilosophie and  Husser‐
lian phenomenology" (pp. 331-332). This ability to

adapt  to  influential  intellectual  currents  only
made physiognomy more sophisticated and sub‐
tle. Though Clauss's  Husserl-inspired  physiogno‐
my ultimately lost  out to Günther's  materialistic
form in the Nazi period, Clauss still helped make
racism fashionable. 
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